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Simply Paving
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As paving specialists and suppliers of patio, what products are available at Simply Paving?

Here at Simply Paving, we take pride in supplying the best quality garden paving products at great prices. 

From traditional paving slabs and garden paving for paths and patios, to driveway edging to garden walling, you will be able to find the right paving for you at a price that won’t break the bank.

Our garden paving range is available in a variety of sizes, materials and colours to complement every type of garden.

 

Our Paving Range


Porcelain gives an exceptionally high-end finish at a reasonable price point




Porcelain Paving



Our natural stone paving is perfect for a traditional garden look and feel. 




Natural Stone Paving



For a modern look our concrete paving slabs come in a range of colours, inc. grey paving and black paving




Concrete Paving



Driveway block paving to park your vehicle whilst giving your house some curbside appeal




Driveway Block Paving





These low priced paving slabs combine affordability and quality for projects on a budget




Value Paving



A great option for rustic outdoor spaces, sourced from India renowned for its stunning stones 




Indian Sandstone Paving



Our circular paving is perfect for a creating a beautiful focal point in your garden




Circular Paving



Uniform pavers make it easy to lay your outdoor space. E.g. 600 x 600 pavers, 450 x 450 paving slabs




Specific Size Paving:

600 x 600 pavers,

450 x 450 pavings slabs






Our Brands
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What makes Simply Paving a great paving supplier? 
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Free Samples

Advice And Support To Help You Make Your Perfect Choice, Just Call 0800 032 6306


                                 [image: ]

Exceptional Friendly Customer Service

18+ Years Industry Experience

No Quibble Returns*

Always Happy To Help!


                                 [image: ]

Free UK Delivery*

Next Day Deliveries Available

Choose Morning, Afternoon, Evening & Weekend Deliveries

 


                                 [image: ]

Great Prices

Price Match Guarentee

Pay in 3 Installments Via PayPal


                                 [image: ]

Large Offering Of High Quality Paving

Premium Supplier Of Bradstone & Charcon Paving

Complete Your Installation With Our Building Materials & Finishing Touches




Got a certain paving supplier in mind? Simply browse through our selection to find all the leading brands, such as Bradstone and Charcon.

If you're unsure about the colour or style of your chosen garden paver, you can order a free sample to your front door. It really is that simple with Simply Paving.

Once you've picked your item, there are no delivery fees on full packs or hidden costs to worry about.

This means all you need to do is pick your favourites on our website for a fuss-free buying experience - we'll look after the rest.

For more information, give our friendly customer service team a call on 0800 032 6306 or start a live chat.

 

* Subject to T&C's and delivery information



    Advice Centre



                                 [image: ]                                 [image: ]How to Choose your Ideal Slabs and Patio Design
Whether it's a full brick driveway, intricate patio design, or laying a couple of paving slabs, we'll answer the key questions you need to consider when planning your project.

READ MORE


                                 [image: ]                                 [image: ]How to Lay Paving Slabs for your Patio
Laying paving slabs by yourself is easy, isn’t it?  You dig a little and stick down your paving slabs. If only it were that simply. In our how-to guide we talk you through the process of patio installation .

READ MORE


                                 [image: ]                                 [image: ]How to Lay Block Paving
Versatility is block paving’s pièce de résistance. Beloved for its durable and diverse colour range, styles and timeless appeal, it is a popular and long-lasting choice for both driveways and patios.

READ MORE


                                 [image: ]                                 [image: ]   How to Mix Mortar for Paving
So, you’ve checked the weather forecast and the weekend is free from distraction. It’s the perfect time to start your next DIY paving project. But before you start, there is one essential task not to get wrong...

READ MORE




MORE USEFUL 'HOW TO' GUIDES



    

Inspiration & Ideas



                                 [image: ]                                 [image: ]How Can I Make Money From My Driveway?
With the current cost of living crisis, everyone is looking for hacks to save money or even earn extra sources of income. Renting your driveway out as a private parking space can be a great way to make some money.

READ MORE


                                 [image: ]                                 [image: ]Natural Stone vs Concrete Paving
So you're researching the best paving stones for the job. Well, if you’re like the majority, your research will likely lead you to the two most sought-after stones: concrete paving slabs vs natural stone paving. But what are the differences? 

READ MORE


                                 [image: ]                                 [image: ]How To Pet-Proof Your Garden
 Whether you’re looking to protect your garden, your pets, or even make sure visitors to your garden are safe, it’s important to consider dog proofing your garden, or cat proofing your garden even if you don’t have any feline friends

READ MORE


                                 [image: ]                                 [image: ]Porcelain vs Natural Stone Paving: Which One Is Right For You?           
Mid-way through your paving planning? Browsed the best paving material for your patio and found the high-end options are more to your taste? You’ve come to the right place.

READ MORE
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As paving specialists and suppliers of patio, what products are available at Simply Paving?

Here at Simply Paving, we take pride in supplying the best quality garden paving products at great prices. 

From traditional paving slabs and garden paving for paths and patios, to driveway edging to garden walling, you will be able to find the right paving for you at a price that won’t break the bank.

Our garden paving range is available in a variety of sizes, materials and colours to complement every type of garden.

 

Our Paving Range


Porcelain gives an exceptionally high-end finish at a reasonable price point




Porcelain Paving



Our natural stone paving is perfect for a traditional garden look and feel. 




Natural Stone Paving



For a modern look our concrete paving slabs come in a range of colours, inc. grey paving and black paving




Concrete Paving



Driveway block paving to park your vehicle whilst giving your house some curbside appeal




Driveway Block Paving





These low priced paving slabs combine affordability and quality for projects on a budget




Value Paving



A great option for rustic outdoor spaces, sourced from India renowned for its stunning stones 




Indian Sandstone Paving



Our circular paving is perfect for a creating a beautiful focal point in your garden




Circular Paving



Uniform pavers make it easy to lay your outdoor space. E.g. 600 x 600 pavers, 450 x 450 paving slabs




Specific Size Paving:

600 x 600 pavers,

450 x 450 pavings slabs






Our Brands
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What makes Simply Paving a great paving supplier? 
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Free Samples

Advice And Support To Help You Make Your Perfect Choice, Just Call 0800 032 6306


                                 [image: ]

Exceptional Friendly Customer Service

18+ Years Industry Experience

No Quibble Returns*

Always Happy To Help!
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Free UK Delivery*

Next Day Deliveries Available

Choose Morning, Afternoon, Evening & Weekend Deliveries
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Great Prices

Price Match Guarentee

Pay in 3 Installments Via PayPal
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Large Offering Of High Quality Paving

Premium Supplier Of Bradstone & Charcon Paving

Complete Your Installation With Our Building Materials & Finishing Touches




Got a certain paving supplier in mind? Simply browse through our selection to find all the leading brands, such as Bradstone and Charcon.

If you're unsure about the colour or style of your chosen garden paver, you can order a free sample to your front door. It really is that simple with Simply Paving.

Once you've picked your item, there are no delivery fees on full packs or hidden costs to worry about.

This means all you need to do is pick your favourites on our website for a fuss-free buying experience - we'll look after the rest.

For more information, give our friendly customer service team a call on 0800 032 6306 or start a live chat.

 

* Subject to T&C's and delivery information
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How to Choose your Ideal Slabs and Patio Design

Whether it's a full brick driveway, intricate patio design, or laying a couple of paving slabs, we'll answer the key questions you need to consider when planning your project.


	 READ MORE
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How to lay paving slabs for your patio
Laying paving slabs by yourself is easy, isn’t it?  You dig a little and stick down your paving slabs. If only it were that simply. In our how-to guide we talk you through the process of patio installation .

	READ MORE
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How to lay block paving
Versatility is block paving’s pièce de résistance.  Beloved for its durable and diverse colour range, styles and timeless appeal, it is a popular and long-lasting choice for both driveways and patios.

	READ MORE
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How to mix mortar for paving
So, you’ve checked the weather forecast and the weekend is free from distraction. It’s the perfect time to start your next DIY paving project.  But before you start, there is one essential task not to get wrong...
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How can I make money from my driveway?
With the current cost of living crisis, everyone is looking for hacks to save money or even earn extra sources of income. Renting your driveway out as a private parking space can be a great way to make some money.

	READ MORE
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Natural stone vs concrete pacing?
So you're researching the best paving stones for the job. Well, if you’re like the majority, your research will likely lead you to the two most sought-after stones: concrete paving slabs vs natural stone paving. But what are the differences? 

	READ MORE
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How to pet proof your garden?
Whether you’re looking to protect your garden, your pets, or even make sure visitors to your garden are safe, it’s important to consider dog proofing your garden, or cat proofing your garden even if you don’t have any feline friends

	READ MORE
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Porcelain vs Natural Stone: Which one is right for you?
Mid-way through your paving planning? Browsed the best paving material for your patio and found the high-end options are more to your taste? You’ve come to the right place.

	READ MORE
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            Need a hand?
            Lines are open 8am-6pm, Mon-Fri

        
	
            Call us on
            0800 032 6306
        
	
            Alternatively,

            start a live chat or checkout our Help Centre.
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    For further expert advice, guides and resources for all your paving and hard-landscaping needs, visit pavingexpert.com.
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